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snom A330D headset

from 67,23 EUR
Item no.: 386364

shipping weight: 0.50 kg
Manufacturer: Snom Technology GmbH

Product Description
The modern mono over-ear headsetThe first fully-fledged over-ear headset from Snom (Snom A330D)Speakers with full-band audio and a microphone with passive background
noise cancellation. This means you can now "concentrate fully on the call". Because ambient noise is reliably suppressed. The replaceable ear cushion is made of soft imitation
leather with memory foam filling. This means it can be used all day without causing uncomfortable pressure points. The adjustable headband is also padded for long-lasting comfort
and is 35 mm long. The headset can be used with a 3.5 mm jack plugor connected toa Snom IP desk phone or computer via USB. This means it can not only be used for making
calls, but also works with all current communication software platforms.- Remote control with LED display: The call functions can be easily selected using the remote control in the
cable. The LED indicator shows the status of the headset. - 270° bendable and rotatable microphone boom: Simply move the microphone boom to the appropriate position, e.g.
when drinking from the mouth area. Dimensions and weight- Dimensions (L × W × H, approx.): Packaging: 200 mm × 200 mm × 80 mm- Cable length (approx.): 2.4 m in total, 1.4 m
from the headset to the remote control, 0.95 m from the remote control to the USB port-- Weight (approx.): Headset: 220 g; remote control: 66 g; packaging: 540 gAudio
functionHeadset loudspeaker:- Wideband ETSI- Full-band audio- Diameter: 40 mm- Frequency range: 20 Hz - 20.0 kHzMicrophone:- Passive noise cancellation- Frequency range:
100 Hz - 10.0 kHz- Sensitivity: -55 dBPackage contents:Hardware: Headset A330M; Remote control | USB sound card, Carrying caseDocumentation: Quick start guide
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